


Inspired by challenges. 
Driven by design. 
Guided by experience.
We are Matchf ire.

slo. dallas. nyc.



Whether you’re emerging or established, newly funded or non-profit, 
we ignite deeper engagement to change attitudes and actions. We believe 
today’s most beloved brands are fueled by a sense of purpose, a smart story, 
and a focus on results. And that technology should enhance an experience, 
not replace it. 

Matchfire is a place with more speed and smarts than process and pretense.

Where we work alongside you, not against you, and always have a point 
of view — because that’s what clients deserve.

We show up 
& speak up

W H O  W E  A R E

because that’s what 
clients deserve



W H A T  W E  D O

Creating a brand that 
emotionally resonates is 
more important than ever.

Identity & Design
Data is great. Insights are 
essential.

Data Intelligence
Purpose is your reason for 
being – the “why” behind 
the “what.”

Brand Purpose
We stitch channels and stories 
together in a way that move 
people to act.

Digital Marketing

We combine data analysis and 
creative expertise to deliver the best 
solution. As promised. Every time.



how we make it happen

Solutions
H O W  W E  D O  I T 

Our brand design solutions include brand identity, 
positioning, messaging, strategy, collateral, 
packaging, website, social media and new product 
launches. Plus we help brands establish trust and 
build affinity through promotional activation, 
experiential design and thought leadership.

Identity & Design
We believe every brand in every category should
know their true purpose. And offer corporate cause
and non-profit marketing and fundraising services, 
leveraging one to help the other. From consulting, 
platform creation, and corporate partnership 
development to engagement, digital, graphic design, 
and an exclusive partnership with eBay for charity 
auctions that have raised over $150 Million.

Brand Purpose

We combine supervised machine learning with 
industry-leading marketing savvy to develop a 
deeper understanding of your audience. Beyond 
sentiment, we help you understand the people 
behind the conversation. Generating portraits that 
help inform decisions and illuminate creativity.

Data Intelligence
It’s imperative to build digital experiences that both 
inform and delight, across channels and campaigns. 
Meeting your audience where they already are: from 
websites to content marketing, social media, digital 
advertising, search, and more – we build, learn, 
optimize, repeat.

Digital Marketing



Our approach
H O W  W E  D O  I T

We develop strategic platforms from the ground up by addressing the Why, What, 
Who and Where. These fundamentals are key to building brands that resonate and 
campaigns that engage.

why what who where
mission

purpose

positioning identity performance

personality powerpromise
   



client experience



Brands



Following the U.S. Airways and American Airlines merger, American 

Airlines wanted to reassess its corporate giving program and reengage 

employees through cause marketing. They needed a unified strategy that 

inspired corporate social purpose activation and drove employee giving and 

volunteerism. Our team worked alongside the American Airlines community 

affairs and marketing teams to strategize and execute the most impactful plan 

through insights into the airline industry’s employee engagement landscape 

and how American Airlines employees felt about their role in social and 

environmental issues around the world. 

The outcome was the development of the overall platform—“Let Good Take 

Flight” with redefined cause pillars and non-profit partners all wrapped in 

a brand that resonates both internally and externally. The result is a more 

effective, memorable and sustainable program that has gained widespread 

adoption, at  headquarters, and among 100,000+ team members worldwide.

 + Data Intelligence  + Visual Identity

 + Platform Development  + Activation Consulting

 + Social Purpose



Adobe Sign is a fast, easy way to send and receive documents that require one 

or more signatures without the hassle of printing and scanning. To promote 

this new product, Adobe tasked Matchfire with creating a fun and engaging 

microsite that would become the platform for its Signature Moments 

campaign. 

Our development team began by building a platform that scours users’ 

Facebook history to find the six most engaging posts they’ve ever shared. 

Users are then presented with these posts to choose their favorite “Signature 

Moment.” Additionally, an extensive database of historical moments from 

each day of the year was built to offer users a fun glimpse into the significance 

of their own signature moment. The user can then share those moments 

to Facebook and enter the Adobe Signature Moments Sweepstakes. With 

this functionality in place, our design team went to work building a visually 

striking microsite that would convey the importance of marking the best 

moments in life with a signature. Colorful, playful design and a user-friendly 

layout resulted in a highly-engaging site with thousands of moments shared.

 + Visual Identity  + Website

 + Platform Development  + Digital Marketing

 + Social Purpose



eBay’s buyers and sellers have raised over $1 billion for charities worldwide.  

With 167 million active buyers worldwide, eBay’s passionate and active  

community helps charities grow and expand their fundraising goals. The eBay  

for Charity team needed a dedicated destination to send charities to and inform  

them about the platform and availablefundraising opportunities.

eBay for Charity came to Matchfire—a longtime agency partner for their social  

purpose initiatives—with the task of creating a digital platform and strategyto 

engage charities and help them utilize eBay’s powerful tools and guides to  

leverage their donors. Matchfire worked with the eBay for Charity team to  

create a go-to-market approach including paid, owned, and earned tactics.

Matchfire created a fresh look for the site, including an updated color palette,  

vibrant imagery, and a user-friendly flow. With the launch of the new platform,  

eBay for Charity will expand their relationships with enrolled charities and gain 

new relationships and donors for the 1.5 million nonprofits across the U.S.

Since the update of the website, website users have increased by 80%.

 + Website  + Digital Marketing

 + Social Purpose



ESPN used all of their outlets including television, radio, social media, and 

celebrity, to support their annual ESPY Day Auction benefitting The V 

Foundation.

Bringing hundreds of unique experiences and sports memorabilia items from 

many different names in sports, ESPN was able to secure major eBay promotion 

to bring bidders to the auction. Utilizing Matchfire’s auction services over the 

last 5 years, ESPN was able to auction over 600 items and experiences, nearly 

doubling the amount of funds raised in their previous auctions which they

managed almost entirely on their own. We took on the heavy lifting while they 

focused on promotion.

Matchfire has managed the ESPN ESPY Day auction since 2014 and the V 

Week Auction since 2018. Total funds raised for The V Foundation for Cancer 

Research is over $3,945,000.

 + Digital Marketing  + Charity Auctions

 + Influencer Marketing  + Social Purpose



Matchfire joined forces with Finish Line and their Youth Foundation to 

develop a strategy to engage the Foundation’s constituents and optimize the 

fundraising, marketing, and awareness efforts. 

Through key stakeholder interviews, marketplace data, and a detailed asset 

review, Matchfire assessed the Finish Line brand and Finish Line Youth 

Foundation for overarching architecture, culture, and success to identify ways 

to expand and refine positioning of the Foundation. 

In addition, a data-driven audience analysis revealed complex insights about 

Finish Line’s employees, customers, and markets through a deep dive into 

psychographics and affinities. These insights informed a strategic roadmap 

and recommendations for the enhancement, expansion, and impact of FLYF’s  

fundraising efforts.

 + Activation Consulting  + Platform Development

 + Data Intelligence  + Social Purpose



LG wanted to focus its cause marketing efforts around a solidified brand purpose, 

and give consumers more dimension to the tagline “Life’s Good.” 

Matchfire planned, designed and launched a social purpose program that equips youth 

with the skills necessary to create sustainable happiness in their lives — a platform called 

Experience Happiness. Our phase one work included data intelligence and development 

of the strategic framework including non-profit partners . The brand design work 

included the program’s identity, Times Square billboard, digital advertising, and a 

content hub – providing resources, digital experiences, and connecting users to the 

nonprofit partners dedicated to the mission of spreading youth happiness.

Phase II launched as a celebration reaching over 1.8 million youth in the first year – held 

at the top of One World Observatory in NYC on the International Day of Happiness, in 

partnership with Daybreaker. This large-scale event required an integrated promotional 

campaign with celebrity influencers, digital and video content, and most importantly, 

the opportunity to introduce the world to the amazing youth who share these 

happiness skills with everyone they meet. Now, we’re spreading the word even further 

by leveraging LG’s business units to develop cross-promotional strategies and integrate 

Experience Happiness into every consumer touchpoint.

  Award-Winning Campaign

 + Data Intelligence

 + Digital Marketing

 + Influencer Marketing

 + Video

 + Event Marketing

 + Website

 + Platform Development

 + Visual Identity  + Social Purpose



Our team served as Nationwide’s lead strategic counsel as the company created 

its first cause platform with a focus on childhood injury prevention. We 

developed guiding principles, best practices, employee engagement tactics, and 

consumer activation opportunities, along with consulting on cause marketing 

and grassroots engagement initiatives. 

The result is the Make Safe Happen cause platform, the first corporate cause 

focusing on childhood injury prevention. As a result, Nationwide, its non-profit 

partners and consumers around the country have completed more than three 

million successful safety actions serving families through swim lessons, online 

safety content, and programs specific to age, location, and risk category.

 + Activation Consulting  + Platform Development

 + Data Intelligence  + Social Purpose



Salesforce.org is the social enterprise arm of Salesforce.com, dedicated to 

putting the world’s best technology in the hands of nonprofits and educational 

institutions so they can connect their organizations and accelerate their 

impact. The goal of our content marketing and collateral efforts are to 

showcase the power of our technology with design that makes a difference, and 

ultimately to help sell the Salesforce platform to nonprofits, higher-education, 

and corporate philanthropy teams.

We put Salesforce.org’s technology at the forefront by pushing the limits of 

their existing design assets and using our own interpretation of that aesthetic 

to make an emotional connection. We then developed our own design style 

for the launch of revamped platforms that were introduced through a series 

of digital magazines. Salesforce.org saw an immediate response, with our first 

issue helping to greatly exceed revenue projections. We continue to work 

closely with Salesforce.org marketing and product teams to create powerful, 

revenue-generating content as well as print materials, digital marketing and 

event booth designs.

  Award-Winning Design  + Sales Enablement

 + Visual Identity  + Digital Marketing

 + Brand Messaging  + Event Marketing

 + Collateral Design



Nonprofits



Experiencing more of life’s precious moments with the ones you love is why 

living a healthier life is so important. Using that core insight, we helped create 

a national fundraising campaign For the American Heart Association. The 

platform, dubbed “Life Is Why We Give,” reminded Americans everywhere they 

have a specific reason to give that’s meaningful to them, that in turn helps all 

of us. This was a departure from the science-based, facts and figures appeal 

that the org had used for years. The campaign partnered with retailers around 

the country with compelling signage at-register, and also included a digital 

hub, traditional and digital advertising, media relations, and social media. 

Results included millions of dollars raised for the cause, millions of online 

engagements, and a transformative lesson in how American Heart would 

promote itself moving forward.

 + Platform Development  + Retail Activation

 + Social Media

 + Digital Marketing

 + Visual Identity

 + Social Purpose



Did you know that every year, thousands of African Americans are diagnosed 

with blood cancers like leukemia and lymphoma, and diseases like sickle 

cell? In many cases, the only hope for a cure is a bone marrow transplant. 

Donor matches are often of similar ethnic background, but just 7% of our 

nation’s 10 million registered bone marrow donors are African American. 

Enter #ESSENTIALS – a new platform and experiential marketing campaign. 

With the help of influencer social media support and corresponding offline 

events, including a Hip Hop & Health panel in Atlanta and a SXSW start-up 

dinner panel, we gained visibility needed to amplify the need for more African 

American marrow donors. The results included a unique reach of over 5 million 

on Twitter, 37 donors registered - surpassing our goal - and relationships were 

built with 20 key influencers for ongoing initiatives.

 + Platform Development

 + Social Media

 + Event Marketing

 + Visual Identity

 + Influencer Marketing

 + Social Purpose



The Great Futures campaign was Boys & Girls Clubs of America’s five-year  

initiative to open the door to Great Futures for kids across America. We built 

a campaign hub at GreatFutures.org that invited users to commit through

donation, social share, or volunteerism. The site aggregated and celebrated 

user stories and their impact.

We also launched a social campaign for the public launch of the initiative in  

New York City that culminated in a 3:00 p.m. “Bell Heard Round the Web”  

digital disruptor and live celebrity performance. The campaign has generated 

$1 million in sponsor donation matches, over 400 million anticipated 

impressions  from partner content (including Disney, Coca-Cola & Taco 

Bell), along with  celebrity support from Nick Cannon, Shaun White, and 

Jennifer Lopez.

 + Website

 + Social Media

 + Digital Marketing

 + Visual Identity

 + Platform Development  + Social Purpose



Matchfire helps large, nonprofit brands modernize for today’s landscape.  

Recently we partnered with CARE USA to help the organization redefine what 

they call “supporter engagement” or volunteer activation. Because their donor 

base was aging, CARE USA needed ways to engage younger audiences in their 

mission to fight global poverty. Before we began, their average direct mail 

donor was 72-years-old and the average online donor was 52-years-old.  

Matchfire helped CARE develop a strategy to engage a younger audience 

by creating a continuum of engagement opportunities to participate in 

the organization’s work that ranged from simple, one-off events to longer-

term, ongoing commitments. Matchfire developed recommended supporter 

engagement activities, marketing strategies, performance KPIs and offered 

best practices and processes in supporter engagement. To help identify 

opportunities that would resonate with potential CARE supporters, Matchfire 

conducted a rigorous analysis of CARE’s existing audience to gain demographic 

and psychographic insights that drove the strategy development. 

 + Brand Messaging  + Data Intelligence

 + Event Marketing  + Social Purpose



Since 2002, GRAMMY® Charities has held year-round VIP experience and 

memorabilia auctions to support their charities, The GRAMMY Foundation® 

and MusiCares Foundation®. Top artists from every decade and genre are 

represented, drawing bidders from all around the world. The charities depend 

upon Matchfire to handle these valuable items with extreme care from the time 

we obtain them from GRAMMY® Headquarters in Los Angeles to the time they 

reach their new owner.

Matchfire has also provided the catalyst for GRAMMY® Charities to garner 

much sought after promotion on eBay, while in turn providing eBay social 

media restricted access to GRAMMY® events, partnering with them to run 

GRAMMY® related contests boosting exposure for the auction. To date, total 

proceeds for the charities are over $5 million.

 + Digital Marketing  + Charity Auctions

 + Influencer Marketing  + Social Purpose



Heart House is an education nonprofit that serves refugee children with a  

holistic after-school program utilizing social emotional learning to help them  

thrive in their new community. Matchfire took the non-profit through our  

positioning and purpose exercise ultimately ending up with a new brand look  

and identity. We developed a new logo and brand language system along with 

a new website, internal branding materials and external marketing materials, 

including a revamped corporate sponsorship deck. Matchfire continues to  

work with the organization on refining their brand messaging to help increase  

awareness and ultimately support via funding, partnerships and volunteers.

Since the relaunch, the brand’s awareness has increased through 

media placements, as well as a 25% increase in donations and 3 new 

corporate partnerships. 

  Award-Winning Design  + Website

 + Brand Positioning

 + Brand Relaunch

 + Visual Identity

 + Digital Marketing

 + Social Purpose



Matchfire was hired to build and launch this progressive non-profit brand, from 

positioning to identify to key messaging to website. The brand language needed 

to be unapologetically native and convey that this is a national organization 

with clear goals and infrastructure. 

For the logo, we created a hand-painted letter mark contrasted with a clean 

and modern type face in strong colors like red and black to convey the brand’s 

bold and empowering personality. The photography and video style is raw and 

personal in black and white and is shot by Indigenous photographers. The 

result was a full suite of branding elements including logo, business cards, 

letterhead, PowerPoint templates, website and a comprehensive style guide.

 + Brand Positioning  + Brand Launch

 + Visual Identity  + Website

 + Collateral Design  + Social Purpose



TEACH.org came to Matchfire looking for a website redesign and brand 

overhaul that would inspire candidates and provide customized guidance to 

anyone considering the profession. We developed a custom tool that generates 

personalized career roadmaps for candidates based on their grade level, 

interests, motives and personal desires. We also built custom functionality that 

can search all Teacher Preparation Programs and Certification Programs in the 

U.S. For the logo, we developed a new brand persona that included a modern 

approach to better reflect their mission, story and target audience. 

All efforts have helped position TEACH.org as the “go-to” and primary resource 

for those interested in becoming a teacher. In parallel to the launch of the 

national TEACH.org site, we launched regional microsites for TEACH.org’s 

major cities’ divisions. The launch was announced during ESPN’s College 

Football National Championship which garnered over 26,000,000 viewers.

 + Website  + Lead Generation

 + Digital Marketing  + Social Purpose



Georgia Support the Vote is a nonpartisan coalition of Georgia businesses and 

community leaders committed to safe, fair elections that are accessible to all. 

With the unpresented challenges of holding an election in the midst of an 

ongoing pandemic and anticipated historic voter turnout, Georgia Support the 

Vote needed to create a movement in response. 

 

Matchfire’s scope of work included brand identity, strategic messaging,

website, collateral, and marketing launch. 

 

The brand needed to spark action, encourage movement and educate Georgia 

businesses, employees and voters on all state resources available to them. Using 

a mixed style of modern activism with nostalgic Americana, we wanted to 

encourage viewers to engage with the brand and emphasize the importance of 

our civic responsibility to participate in elections.

 

Successfully registering over 170 businesses, the platform was able to provide 

much needed resources to voters across the state.

 + Website

 + Visual Identity  + Brand Launch

 + Platform Development



Startups & social 
enterprises



The Alliance to End Plastic Waste, a coalition of dynamic members driven to 

develop sustainable solutions to the global plastic waste challenge, engaged 

Matchfire to develop, manage, and execute a multifaceted litter collection 

campaign to bringawareness to this newly developed nonprofit, as well as bring 

awareness to World Cleanup Day. 

The ALL_TOGETHER GLOBAL CLEANUP campaign brought together the 

Alliance’s 50 member companies, and engaged their employees, representing 

almost 1 million, from around the world. With the participation being tracked 

with a litter collection app, Litterati, Matchfire lead the development of the 

employee engagement campaign, managed the custom user experience journey, 

and managed all member communications. Matchfire also designed the brand 

language and look and feel of the campaign, including a dynamic microsite and 

campaign assets. 

The ALL_TOGETHER GLOBAL CLEANUP campaign resulted in over 73 

countries participating, collecting and cleaning up 768, 673 pieces of trash. 

 + Visual Identity

 + Website

 + Platform Development

 + Digital Marketing

  Award-Winning Design

 + Social Purpose



CFORCE is Chuck Norris’ natural artesian water, bottled at the source at 

his Lone Wolf Ranch. Matchfire was retained to launch the social enterprise

brand from the beginning. 

We started with a brand purpose of “leaving a legacy,” and developed an 

authentic brand story, validated thru research, based on the sustainable, pure 

water source and proceeds benefiting Chuck’s own Kickstart Kids Foundation, 

teaching at-risk youth life skills through karate. We brought the brand to 

life through innovative packaging, website, content strategy and marketing 

activation across paid and organic social media, search, display, PR and event 

marketing. CFORCE became the second fastest growing water in Texas and is 

gaining distribution, awareness and sales across the country.

 + Packaging Design  + Brand Launch

 + Digital Marketing + Brand Positioning

 + Website

 + Visual Identity  + Event Marketing

 + Social Media

 + Social Purpose



  Award-Winning Design

 + Social Media

 + Digital Marketing + Brand Positioning

When renowned Dallas OB/GYN, Dr. Kamilia Smith, decided to launch an 

innovative, new medical practice, she enlisted Matchfire’s help bring her vision 

to life. Inspired by the modern woman and emphasizing individualized care 

and advocacy for her patients, everything about the practice needed to convey a 

sense of warmth and hospitality that would set it apart from the typical medical 

experience.

After discovery and brand positioning exercises, Matchfire took on the 

challenge of naming, ultimately landing on Charleston House Women’s Health 

and Wellness. From there we developed the brand design language from 

the ground up, including brand identity system, dynamic web experience, 

marketing collateral, and social presence.

 + Naming

 + Brand Launch

 + Collateral Design + Visual Identity

 + Website



Like many organizations in the healthcare space, Children’s Health had 

multiple (sometimes conflicting) messages they wanted to communicate to 

many different audiences in the social media space. Matchfire was brought 

in to make their social media content more powerful, more strategic, more 

integrated, more measurable and ultimately more effective. We developed 

a content strategy along with a testing and optimization plan to create a 

structured way to share and measure content across the entire system.

The content activation plan included refined content buckets, target audience 

personas, and an organic and boosted plan to guide the ongoing strategy. 

Most importantly, we developed a plan for ongoing reporting and weekly 

optimization recommendations. Utilizing the strategy, we worked alongside 

our client team to coordinate content from multiple stakeholders including 

various service lines such as Cancer and Neurology and across multiple 

departments including physicians, staff outside of the marketing department 

and other agencies to make the collective messaging more consistent and 

on-brand. 

 + Brand Messaging

 + Data Intelligence

 + Digital Marketing

 + Social Media

 + Social Purpose



Garbo is a startup background check platform dedicated to closing the 

information gap when online dating, interviewing, or meeting new connections 

in real-life for the first time. They aim to proactively prevent crimes against 

women, and members of the LGBTQ+ community by providing a simpler, more 

comprehensive background check.

 

To stay true to Garbo’s desire for promoting transparency, our award-winning  

design was kept clean and minimal, and focused heavily on thoughtful use 

of typography and color. Inspired by classic newspaper design, bold, timeless 

typefaces were selected to highlight Garbo’s mission and message. Black, white, 

and shades of gray speak to the platform’s serious nature, while a vibrant 

orange was selected to represent empowerment. The bold, black and white 

wordmark conveys Garbo’s straightforward, transparent approach to providing  

information. The plus sign icon, accentuated against the brand’s orange 

background, further represents this access to information as well as the way the 

platform highlights possible offenders. The plus sign interaction with the O is 

also a subtle nod to the female symbol and speaks to empowering women and 

others at risk of experiencing gender-based crimes.

 + Visual Identity  + Brand Launch

  Award-Winning Design  + Website

 + Social Purpose



HoneyPop is a DIY facial mask beauty brand created to align with the audience 

of YouTube Star and lifestyle influencer, Remi Cruz. Matchfire developed a 

marketing strategy to grow the product line leveraging digital channels to reach 

HoneyPop’s core audience. 

Included were an ecommerce website, email marketing, social media, video, 

bloggers, online promotions, and event marketing. The integrated approach 

coupled with digital advertising, optimization and re-marketing efforts grew 

sales with a positive ROI.

 + Marketing Strategy  + Digital Marketing

 + E-commerce + Influencer Marketing

 + Video + Email Marketing

 + Event Marketing + Social Media



After a successful first year, the grocery tech company Mercato needed a refined 

brand identity for their dual audience segments that translated across all digital 

real estate. Through stakeholder interviews and data insights, we recalibrated 

the design and messaging for both the merchant side and consumer side of the 

business. This new approach was carried through to website, landing pages, 

email, blog content and brand collateral. Then we used paid social to increase 

purchase volume and decrease online cart abandonment rate. 

Our remarketing campaign focuses on customers who exhibit the most intent 

to purchase and implement a continuous optimization strategy which adjusts 

ad formats, targeting, messaging, and bidding to drive the best results for the 

most efficient cost.

 + Brand Messaging

 + Collateral Design

 + Remarketing Campaigns

 + Visual Identity

 + Website  + Email Marketing

 + Social Media



  Award-Winning Design

 + Digital Marketing

 + Brand Relaunch

 + Brand Positioning

 + Visual Identity

Needing an update after a growth spurt and expansion of client services, 

Matchfire worked with startup THNKS on a design evolution of the brand 

focused more on business professionals. Our discovery process led to a  

revised positioning highlighting the science of gratitude in business. The 

resulting brand identity  included a new persona, logo, color palette, and 

messaging. The iconography of a hand-written thank you note, paired with 

fresh colors, juxtaposed with a  digital landscape reinforced the thoughtful  

yet modern aesthetic.

 

Matchfire also led a re-launch and ongoing marketing strategy and executed 

across key touch points including website, landing pages, email, digital 

marketing, print collateral, video and social media- resulting in qualified leads. 

 + Email Marketing

 + Website  + Video

 + Social Media  + Collateral Design



Kanarys is the first and only platform that fosters anonymous collaboration

on diversity, equity, and inclusion issues between employers and employees. 

The start-up needed to launch the platform in the Dallas area and drive user 

acquisition. Our approach integrated events, influencers, PR, plus organic and 

paid social media to direct consumers to a dedicated landing page to learn more 

and easily join the platform with an anonymous rating or review.

 

Our award-winning creative design acknowledged the sensitivity of this social 

issue while capturing the powerful emotion that drives positive conversations. 

The campaign exceeded forecasts on awareness and engagement and delivered 

a 10% conversion rate from ads to users.

 

Building on a successful launch, we segmented our targeting strategy to B2B 

and B2C audiences using paid digital and PR. We have since reached more than 

250,000 monthly website visitors and the startup has signed notable corporate 

clients including AT&T, Neiman Marcus, and Silicon Labs with over 1,000 

additional company profiles tracking DEI metrics.

  Award-Winning Design  + Influencer Marketing

 + Brand Launch

 + Digital Marketing

 + Event Marketing

 + Social Purpose



Sweet Defeat is a revolutionary CPG product that stops sugar cravings in 

seconds. Matchfire was asked to redefine the brand positioning, brand 

messaging and brand identity for Sweet Defeat in order to better align with 

their evolved consumer segment and product offering. 

Through our discovery process and analyzing brand assets and data, we 

determined the emotional connection to the consumer was missing. Within 

the health and wellness category, brands must speak to the emotion of the need 

state and the results the products offer. After recalibrating with our new brand 

and marketing assets, which included a new logo, website, landing pages, social 

media strategy, product packaging, trade show collateral and print collateral, 

Sweet Defeat has increased customer retention, increased organic email sign 

ups, and doubled engagement across their paid social media.

 + Brand Messaging

 + Visual Identity

 + Packaging Design

 + Website

 + Digital Marketing

 + Email Marketing

 + Trade Show Design

 + Collateral Design

 + Data Intelligence  Award-Winning Design



Thrive® Algae Oil is an emerging cooking oil company that harnesses the 

nutrients of algae to create the best oil for both your kitchen and your heart. 

Matchfire was tasked with refreshing their website to showcase visible 

success, educate consumers about the product’s purpose, enhance the mobile 

experience, and drive sales in store and digitally through Amazon. 

Keeping their main purpose pillars of health, sustainability, and culinary 

benefits at the forefront, the refreshed site creates a lasting impact on the user 

as soon as they visit the homepage, instantly tapping into people’s emotions. 

Rather than solely focused on sales, Thrive® Algae Oil is deeply rooted in 

purpose. Through clear brand storytelling, intuitive user experience and 

captivating design, Thrive® Algae Oil has the digital assets to emerge as the 

leading, premium cooking oil in the food industry. 

 + Brand Positioning

 + Digital Marketing

 + Website

 + Social Purpose



A budding startup based in Granbury, TX, asked us to partner in the creation 

of its burgeoning distillery company, with the mission to create high-quality 

seltzer products, dedicated to using the purest spirits and freshest, locally 

sourced ingredients. The founders were adamant about distilling their own 

vodka, ensuring the highest quality product. Matchfire was tasked with creating 

a complete brand identity, including a spectrum of packaging designs for each 

of the recipes planned for launch. 

 

Position the distillery as a unique player in the seltzer space by focusing on 

the unique backgrounds of the women behind the brand, their dedication 

to hands-own craftsmanship, and personal investment in developing classic 

recipes with no frills. To do this, we created a style we call “gutsy grace,” that 

feeds into everything from brand story to packaging design. 

 + Brand Positioning

 + Digital Marketing

 + Packaging Design

 + Visual Identity



Leadership

Chris is a serial entrepreneur with more than 20 
years of experience running high tech startups, 
building around identifying, championing, and 
executing new ideas. He began his career running 
state-level grassroots political campaigns across  
the US and then worked in the tech sector for 
many years. 

Chris Noble
Chief Executive Officer

LinkedIn Profile  

LinkedIn Profile  

LinkedIn Profile  

Joey believes that good ideas and results are really 
all that matter – that clients deserve more than they 
expect. Over the years, he has created award winning 
campaigns for celebrities, entertainment studios, 
Fortune 50 companies and global nonprofits. 

Joey Leslie
President

Brian is an integrated marketing leader with an 
entrepreneurial spirit. His career spans branding, 
product development, advertising, promotions, 
digital, and cause marketing for brands such as Pizza 
Hut, Caesars Entertainment, UNICEF, Dr Pepper, 
Alzheimer’s Association, Salesforce, American 
Airlines and more. He has a passion for collaborating 
with new and emerging brands to find and articulate 
their purpose that enables sustainable growth.

Brian Powell
Managing Partner

M A T C H F I R E

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cfnoble/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joeyleslie/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bpowell/


Good people. Great ideas. 
Outstanding results.


